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The Wisconsin water guards, from left, include Chris
Hamerla, Green Bay; Ryan Propson, Waukesha;
Greg Stacey, Madison; Danielle Sippel, Oshkosh;
Kathy Oginski, Spooner; Justin Wershofen, Eau
Claire; Ben Mott, Wisconsin Rapids; Mac Hannon,
Madison; and John Preuss, Woodruff.

Water Guard John
Preuss inspects a
boat at a fishing
tournament on the
Willow Flowage.

Water guard
deputy wardens
successfully
battling invasive
species in state
lakes, waters
By John Preuss & Chris Hamerla
Wisconsin’s lakes, rivers and streams are some of our most
cherished possessions, but these cherished possessions are now
under attack at an alarming rate. Aquatic invasive species (AIS)
such as Eurasian watermilfoil, zebra mussels, curly leaf pondweed, round gobies, and others are a large part of this problem.
These species clog the waterways, kill native species and ruin
recreational opportunities.
In response to this growing and troublesome epidemic, the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources created the water
guard deputy warden position. Nine water guards were hired and
strategically placed throughout the state in high-use recreational

areas. This group is comprised of five credentialed and four noncredentialed deputy wardens and includes John Preuss of Woodruff, Kathy Oginski of Spooner, Greg Stacey and Mac Hannon of
Madison, Chris Hamerla of Green Bay, Ryan Propson of Waukesha, Danielle Sippel of Oshkosh, Ben Mott of Wisconsin Rapids,
and Justin Wershofen of Eau Claire. These deputy wardens are
largely responsible for conducting boat inspections, educating the
public, and gaining compliance with laws dealing with aquatic
invasive species and viral hemorrhagic septicemia or VHS.
The summer of 2008 was the first of the water guard program
and the program accomplished many things. The nine deputies spent 1,155 hours at boat landings and inspected more than
continued on page 19
Wisconsin Game Warden
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There is nothing like spearing pike with friends. Top, from left, are Dave
Allen, Lance Timper, Mike Kitt and Ed McCann. Bottom, from left, are
Mike Neal, Jim Jung and and Chris Groth.

Winter pike spearing
as good as it gets!

By Mike Kitt
Twenty-some years ago, I was introduced to the art of spearing northern pike through the ice by an old Michigan game warden. At first, I felt kind of “dirty.” But I quickly learned that it is
not only a legitimate and ethical sport, but it’s also just plain fun.
Winter pike spearing is legal in several states, including
Michigan and on the Lake Superior waters of Wisconsin. French
fur traders first learned of spearing fish through the ice by native
Americans in the Great Lakes region in the 1600s. This popular
sport is widely practiced in Michigan, Minnesota and several
western states, but is conspicuously missing from Wisconsin
culture, despite our deeply engrained pursuit of sturgeon with a
spear.
Another fun year-round activity that fits hand-in-hand with
spearing is the art of making fish decoys. Decoys can take on all
shapes, sizes and colors. Just as a trout angler glows from the
satisfaction of watching a trout fooled by a fly he tied himself,
so does a spearer glow in the excitement of watching a pike slam
into a decoy he made himself. Decoys must be carefully shaped

and weighted in order to “swim” properly. Commercially manufactured decoys can be purchased, but I have never had very good
luck with these and prefer the hand-tuned variety.
Holes can be cut by hand with a manufactured ice saw or a
homemade power saw or chain saw. Conventional ice shanties
can be used as well as canvas tents, provided they are dark and
any windows are covered to ensure good visibility. Standard ice
fishing rods can be used to “jig” the decoy, but homemade jigging
sticks can be as much fun and imaginative as the decoys.
Though spearing has its critics, I have found it to be quite
ethical. Unlike hook and line fishing, which carries as much as
a 40 percent accidental mortality with it, spearers practice “look
and release.” Occasionally a fish gets off the spear, but I have
found this to be very rare. Fish are usually harvested, missed
cleanly, or allowed to swim by.
Spearing is not as easy as it sounds. Smaller fish may come
to the decoy like gangbusters, but larger fish are like big bucks –
they didn’t get big by being dumb! In fact, spearing is a lot like
deer hunting – hours of boredom occasionally interspersed with
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seconds of sheer terror. There
at another crystal-clear lake,
is nothing more exciting than
minus Holmes, who was
watching a big pike swim into
called home on a family
the hole from out of nowhere.
emergency. We did thank him
I enjoy the sport of winter
for his expert scouting and
spearing and decoy carving so
guiding before we arrived.
much that I have introduced
Timper and McCann set up in
many new people to these
a canvas teepee not far from
arts. Under the tutelage of
mine. I have had the pleasure
“His Honor – Mr. President”
of watching both of these two
Mike Holmes of the Michigan
spear their first pike. I have
Darkhouse Anglers Associaalso watched McCann evolve
tion, my decoy carving has
into a talented decoy carver in
improved greatly. Mike is a
his own right. Timper brought
retired Michigan conservation
his new underwater camera
officer whom I have known
that he just received for Christfor more than 25 years. Mike
mas. Soon I heard a terrific
and others formed this spearcommotion in their teepee,
ing association several years
followed by yelling and roars
ago to help preserve the sport
of laughter. I went over to
of spearing, which constantly
check it out and found the two
faces attacks by other user
of them giddy as schoolgirls as
groups that view it as unthey relayed the following insportsmanlike. The Associaformation. Timper had set up
tion has done a wonderful job
the camera lens in a hole outof bringing spearers together
side of the tent. A short time
and educating the public on
later he told McCann a pike
spearing. Several days a week
was swimming fast toward his
during January and February
decoy. McCann’s throw was
you will find me alone or with
true. As the fish and spear laid
some of my “disciples,” trekon the bottom under the hole,
king across some small lake
the camera revealed two more
in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula
pike swimming in to see what
or on Little Bay De Noc in
all the fuss was about. Soon
search of monster pike – or
our portable radios were abuzz
little ones for that matter. I
with stories of sightings, connever grow weary of the sight
quests and tales of woe.
of a pike swimming in the
But winter days are short
hole, no matter what size it is. Top Photo: Mike Kitt with a Bay De Noc Northern Pike. Bottom Photo: A
in North Dakota, and we soon
pike swims to a decoy in a North Dakota lake.
In an effort to expand our
found ourselves heading back
horizons, we began traveling
to camp for debriefing and
to North Dakota several years
wonderful meals prepared
marine unit supervisor in Green Bay;
ago to spear pike. North Dakota opened
by various members of camp. All too
former Special Warden Lance Timper of
a winter season in 2002 with a minimum
quickly, our seven days of fun were over,
Marinette; and newcomer Jim Jung of
number of participating lakes. This season Rhinelander. We were greeted with dirty
but everyone had another wonderful time
is closely monitored, with each spearer
and plans for the return trip were being
water for the second year in a row. Havregistered with the Fish and Game Depart- ing learned a thing or two the previous
formulated all the way home.
ment. Follow-up surveys are sent out
If you have not experienced winter
year, we looked at several new lakes and
each year to monitor harvest. Apparently,
pike spearing, you truly do not know what
found two clear-water lakes.
North Dakota is satisfied with the harvest,
you are missing. Spearers are a wonderful
I took the newcomer with me the first
as more and more lakes open up each year. day, gave him his own decoy, and showed lot and they are more than willing to show
The 2008 season contingency of spear- him how to swim it. After an hour or so,
you how it’s done. We may be the only
ers to North Dakota included Holmes,
group of people in the northern reaches
a nice fat “cookie cutter” 27-inch fish
yours truly, and an array of Wisconsin
who truly look forward to winter. Give it
came to the decoy and allowed Jimmy to
conservation warden “converts” — Mike
a try. I promise — it doesn’t get any betspear it. Jimmy held up his prize with
Neal, of Baileys Harbor and owner of
that “all-tell” grin I have seen on so many ter than this!
the palatial Pelican Inn in North Dakota;
Mike Kitt is a marine conservation
new spearers, and I knew he was hooked
Dave Allen of Green Bay; Ed McCann,
warden who patrols Green Bay and Lake
for life.
an investigator in La Crosse; Chris Groth,
Michigan. He is stationed in Peshtigo.
Two days later, we found ourselves
Wisconsin Game Warden
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By T.J. Edwards
Bonnie and I had just passed the 2-mile marker and trotted
onto a sandy, straight grade. About 600 yards ahead I could
make out a rider whom I thought I recognized.
“Is that who I think it is?” I asked Bonnie.
Bonnie agreed that it was and remarked that she couldn’t
believe we had caught up with David as we had taken a
wrong turn and were off- trail for almost an hour.
Bonnie is an experienced rider who has been competing
in endurance rides for more than 35 years. Generally, she is a
front-runner and doesn’t get off-trail. However, someone had
removed some of the trail marker ribbons and we had missed
a turn.
I told Bonnie that I thought we should go after David as
he was the only rider in our weight division who was ahead
of us. She was reluctant, but encouraged me to go for it. I put
Pasha into a canter and hugged the edge of the trail using as
much of the overhanging vegetation as possible to conceal us.
I had closed to within 150 yards when David turned around
and saw us.
David immediately pushed his horse into a canter, but after
only 100 yards he slowed up to a walk. As I caught up to him
I could see that his horse was very tired so I stopped to talk
briefly. Then I trotted off; after 100 yards Pasha broke into
a canter for the last mile to the finish line. It may be hard to
believe that a horse will want to canter to the finish line after
going for 55 miles, but they know the finish is near and feel
the excitement just as the rider does.
For the second year at the Wildcat Endurance Ride near
Neillsville I finished first in my weight division. This year I
was in sixth place overall. The previous year I placed second
overall and also Tara, my Anglo-Arabian mare, won the best
condition award.
Horseback riding was not something that I ever expected
to become involved in, at least not in a big way. Like a lot of
kids I grew up reading the Black Stallion series and wanting
a horse. I even rode a little when I was in high school, but
basically knew almost nothing about horses.

endurance

RIDE
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However, that changed rapidly when I purchased an Arabian mare for my No. 2 daughter
in 1994. A year later I purchased a second horse
and started taking riding lessons and riding seriously. While attending the Minnesota Horse Expo
in 1998, I saw what I thought was a very strange
looking saddle at a tack booth and learned it was an
endurance saddle. The lady who ran the booth told
me about a horseback riding sport called distance
or endurance riding. Two years later I went on my
first distance ride and I was hooked!
Endurance riding is basically cross-country
horse racing but it is done under strict veterinary
guidelines. Endurance riding is also the fastest
growing equine sport in the United States.
There are two types of distance rides, limited
distance and endurance. Limited distance rides
are rides no shorter than 25 miles and no longer
than 35 miles. The winner of a limited distance
ride is the first horse/rider team to cross the finish
line whose horse’s heartbeat drops to 60 beats per
minute.
Endurance rides are races of at least 50 miles in
length with the longer rides being 100 miles in one
day. The winner is also the first horse/rider team to T.J. Edwards says Arabians or Arabian crossbreeds do best in endurance races.
cross the finish line. The motto of endurance riding
replenish the electrolytes that a horse normally loses when they
is “To finish is to win.” This makes anyone who
sweat. After that I’ll replenish the horse’s hay supply and make
crosses the finish line with a sound horse a winner.
Horses are also awarded a best condition award. To qualify for sure that its water buckets are full. I also give the horse a small
amount of a high fat grain concentrate with a Maalox-type subthis award a horse must finish in the top 10 and be judged by the
stance mixed in to help keep the horse’s stomach from ulcerating.
veterinarians to be the horse in the best condition. This is really
About 10 minutes before the start the starter/timer will anthe “plum” at a ride and means more than a first place to most
nounce
(read: yell loudly) that the ride is starting. He will also
riders. An old endurance veterinarian once told me that he felt the
call
for
the
start again about five minutes before the start. At this
easiest way to describe the best condition horse was like this: “If
time
most
riders
are warming up their mounts or milling around
the (enermy is) coming over that hill one-half mile away and you
the
starting
area.
Few of the horses are standing still as they are
could pick out any horse to make a get-away on, that’s the horse
generally
keyed
up
and just waiting to go.
that would be judged best condition.”
The
starter/time
keeper doesn’t yell “go,” ring a bell or fire a
Veterinarians check horses before they are approved to enter
starting
gun
like
in
a
track race. Instead, he or she will announce,
in endurance rides. Horses are also checked approximately every
“The
trail
is
open”
followed
by a comment such as “ride safely”
15 miles during the ride. Typically a horse will enter a vet check
or
“try
to
stay
on
top.”
and after its pulse has dropped to a pre-determined number —
There is no starting gate like at a racetrack. Starts are genergenerally 64 beats per minute — the horse is placed on a hold. A
ally
low key with the frontrunners often trotting or cantering off.
vet will then examine the horse. Holds are generally 30 minutes
But
many
riders choose to walk for the first quarter mile.
to one hour in length. This gives the horse a chance to eat and
The
pace
of endurance rides can range from hand walking
drink. Little concern is given to the rider. I’ve seen riders continyour
mount
to
fast trotting or cantering at speeds up to 16 mph.
ue with broken bones, dislocated backs and other injuries!
Most
riders
go
at a working trot ranging from 7 to 10 mph. If
Frequently a veterinarian examines horses a second time
I’m
riding
a
technically
difficult course or one with lots of hills,
before they are allowed out of the hold and back on the trail.
I’ll
go
at
a
slower
pace
than
if the course is level and has good
Veterinarians are given the discretionary power to disqualify
footing.
Generally
I’ll
try
to
do “negative splits” when doing
any horse they determine is either unsound or metabolically in
limited
distances
rides
that
are
two loops, doing the second loop
danger. This is done in order to keep riders from overriding their
at
a
faster
pace
than
the
first.
For
me, a good ride time is anything
horses and possibly injuring or even killing them. At every vet
under
six
hours
for
50
miles
and
anything
under three hours for
check, including the one at the end of the race, a horse must be
25
miles
or
a
limited
distance
ride.
My
best
50-mile time was
judged “fit to continue.”
4:57;
the
best
time
I’ve
had
for
a
limited
distance
ride was a 25
Endurance rides typically start one half hour before sunrise.
miler
in
2:10.
This means getting up at least an hour earlier than the ride start,
Crossing the finish line is often fairly low key. However,
which can often mean being up at 4:30 a.m. in the summer. After
there
are sometimes races for the finish for the last mile or so.
getting up, I usually give my horse several doses of electrolytes.
Electrolytes are a combination of salts and minerals meant to
continued on next page
Wisconsin Game Warden
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RIDE: from page 7

This is always very exciting, but it also can be dangerous
as your horse is running wide open against other horses
over rough terrain and sometimes right into the ride camp
where people and other horses are.
Endurance rides are usually held on public lands or
a combination of private and public lands. Trails are
frequently logging roads and they are generally marked
by colored surveyor’s flagging and/or paper plates stapled
to trees and posts. In Wisconsin there are rides held at the
Kettle Moraine State Forest, Northern Highland State Forest, Governor Knowles State Forest, Wild Rock County
Park in Clark County, along the Wisconsin River east of
Necedah, and the hills south of Spring Green. Rides are
generally done in loops with riders leaving the ride camp
and going distances of 10 to 25 miles before returning to
camp. However, some rides go away from the ride camp
at distances up to 50 miles.
Riders are put into weight divisions with lightweight
riders weighing 179 pounds or less. Heavy weight riders
are those weighing 180 pounds or more. The weight divisions also include the rider’s tack. Tack will generally
weigh 25-35 pounds. Tack will include such things as
the saddle, bridle, reins, helmet, water bottles, gear bags,
etc. When you consider that many western saddles weigh
40-50 pounds, the distance rider’s tack is fairly light. Currently I’m using two saddles — a custom-made Native
Spirit and a Boz. Both saddles weigh about 15 pounds.
T.J. Edwards also competes with a female mule in some races, such as the 2007
While endurance rides are open to any equine breed,
Run for the Border. The mule, named Miss Molly Mule, did well in 2008, starting
the best horses for the sport are Arabians or Arabian
15 rides and capturing two second places, four firsts and four best condition
crosses. Currently I’m riding an 11-year-old AngloArabian mare named JBK Tara. I’ve been competing with awards.
Tara since I purchased her when she was a green broke 5
years old. Tara has completed 1,500 competition miles.
My other mount is a molly mule. A molly is a female mule
I prefer riding mares over geldings or stallions. Mares generand a mule is a cross between a male donkey (jack) and a female
ally have more heart and a sweeter disposition. Fewer than onehorse (mare). My mule is named Miss Molly Mule and she is
third of endurance horses are mares.
16 hands high and out of an Appaloosa mare. Mules are smarter
than horses, generally more sure-footed, and tend to take better
care of themselves. They also possess hybrid vigor and are about
10 percent stronger than a horse of the same size.
Molly has completed two seasons of limited distance riding
and has over 500 competition miles. Molly had an excellent
season in 2008, starting 15 rides and capturing two second places,
four firsts and four best condition awards.
Since retirement I have greatly increased the number of rides
I do each season. If all goes well I’ll continue to enter about 25
endurance and limited distance rides each year. Endurance riding
has taken me to many places in Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan,
Minnesota, North Dakota and Manitoba. I’ve ridden as many as
1,200 competition miles in a season that generally runs from May
until November. At this time I’ve logged more than 4,300 miles
endurance riding. One of my main goals is to do a one-day, 100mile ride.
However, in the past few years I’ve been plagued with injuries
either to my mounts or to myself and it just has not happened.
T.J. Edwards is retired and lives in Spooner.
T.J. Edwards rides Miss Molly at the 2008 Maplewood West competition
8 Winter 2009
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(Left) “R.J.,” or Robert Holly Jr.,12, of Sanborn,
Wis., shot this 125-pound bear on his first bear hunt.
(Below) R.J. practices his shot before the hunt.

my first bear hunt
My name is R.J. Holly. I am 12 years
old and this is my first year to hunt. I
was picked for the 2008 DNR-sponsored
learn-to-hunt youth bear hunt. I received
a call from Jon King saying that I was
chosen for the youth bear hunt and I was
so excited that I had to immediately call
everybody in my family.
Jill Schartner is one of the wardens
who has a lot to do with the the youth
bear hunt and she contacted me to let me
know that Kathy Oginski was going to
be my mentor. My dad talked to Kathy
Monday night and she asked my dad if
he was going to sit with us. My dad told
her that he would like to video tape my
hunt so we took another stand to Kathy’s
house the following night to set it up near
the area that I would be hunting. We had

to get it set up early so it wouldn’t spook
any bear. My dad and I got there with the
stand about 5:00 or so in the evening and I
got to meet Kathy and her husband, Dave,
before we took the stand out and set it up.
The Friday night before the hunt all
the youth hunters and their mentors met
at Valhalla for a meeting and we got to
shoot our rifles at a bear target. This was
fun. When we were done shooting we had
something to eat and drink, then we talked
about bear habitat. The next day was the
bear hunt.
The night before the hunt I couldn’t
sleep very well because I was so excited. I
had to get up about 4 a.m. to be at Kathy’s
house by 5 a.m. After we arrived at the
Oginksi’s, we went to the stand and were
settled in by 5:20. By 6:20 a.m., I spotted

a small bear in the woods to my left.
It walked right in to the bait where we
watched it for about 45 minutes. It was
very neat to watch. We guessed it weighed
about 70 pounds or so. The bear left and
we got out of the stand. My dad and I went
home and took a nap so we wouldn’t be
tired for the evening hunt.
We were back in the stand about 5:15
p.m. and at about 5:50 p.m. that little bear
came back to get more food. It was small,
so Kathy and I called it Teddy Bear. It was
fun to watch; he just laid there eating the
bait. While we were watching Teddy Bear,
we heard a noise behind us. Another bear
was coming in to the bait, causing the little
bear to leave in a hurry.
I knew I was going to shoot this bear.
I got ready and waited for it to stop at
the bait. But it NEVER did stop. I had to
shoot it while it was walking over the bait.
I shot it in the shoulder, thinking it was
a killing shot. We waited a while and got
out of the stand to go look for blood, but
we only found little drops. Kathy went
to get Dave to help us look for the bear.
Not much later Dave suddenly hollered
that he saw the bear cross the road. We
followed it for about 30 minutes through
a swamp before we caught up with it. The
bear climbed up a tree about 30 or 40 feet,
and I shot it out of the tree. It went a little
ways before I shot it in the neck.
The bear weighed 125 pounds, and I am
having it mounted.
It will be a hunt I will never forget. I
would like to thank Kathy for hosting me
and for being my mentor, her husband,
Dave, for helping my dad drag the bear
out of the swamp, and everyone else who
was involved in putting this youth bear
hunt together.
Wisconsin Game Warden
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Field Day Fun

Photos courtesy God’s Great Outdoors Fall Field Day

Young and old practiced their archery and shooting skills during the October 2008 God’s
Great Outdoors Fall Field Day. The Wisconsin Game Warden Association provided funding
for the event.

Articles, photos sought for fall
issue of Wisconsin Game Warden
Wisconsin Game Warden Magazine is looking for interesting
articles that deal with the great outdoors. The deadline for the
fall issue is Aug. 15, 2009.
Possible topics include ecology, warden cases made, places
to go, resource conservation methods, gotcha-type stories,
animal rescues, history of the warden force, and articles dealing
with the natural world.
Other possible story topics include vacations, recipes and the
future of the warden force.
Articles can be submitted to Managing Editor Barbara A.
Schmitz, at 1705 Graber St., Oshkosh, WI 54901, or e-mailed
as a Word document to write2us@sbcglobal.net.When possible
include photographs to go with your story. They can be mailed

or e-mailed to Schmitz. E-mailed photos should be at least 4” x
6” and 300 dpi or 8” x 10” and at least 72 dpi.
In addition, the magazine is searching for photos for Fruits
of their Labor. Do you have a picture of your family with fish
and game they’ve harvested in Wisconsin? Or how about one of
you and some game? Send it in!
Photos can be mailed to Schmitz at the above address. They
will be returned, if requested.
As before, photos can also be sent electronically to Schmitz.
However, e-mailed photos should be at least 4” x 6” and 300
dpi or 8” x 10” and at least 72 dpi.
Aren’t sure if your story is a good one? Contact Schmitz at
(920) 235-0972 and ask.

10 Winter 2009
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Youth and volunteers pose for a picture during
the learn-to-pheasant-hunt program held at the
Outdoors Forever Club in November 2008.

13 participate
in learn-to-hunt
pheasant program
near Mauston
Thirteen youth participated in a learnto-pheasant-hunt program on Nov. 8,
2008 at the Outdoors Forever Sports Club
property near Mauston.
Volunteer instructors provided the
students with training on firearms and
hunter safety, an introduction to pheasant
hunting, wildlife and habitat management,
a dog handling demonstration, and trap
shooting. The students were paired up
with a mentor and hunted pheasants in the
afternoon.
Most students harvested birds.
The program was sponsored by Outdoors Forever Sports Club, Whitetails
Unlimited, the Wisconsin Conservation
Warden Association, and the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources. Pheasants were donated by Outdoors Forever
and the DNR.
Learn-to-hunt programs are sponsored
by the WDNR and first-time hunters age
10 and older who have never participated
in a learn-to-hunt pheasant program are
eligible to participate in the hunt. Hunter
education is not required.
For more information on learn-to-hunt
programs contact Conservation Warden
Eric Grudzinski of Mauston at (608) 8479566.

By Harland Steinhorst
125 years ago
•The Commissioners of Fisheries held a special meeting in April and discussed a report
from Harvey Durand, fish warden for Green Lake and Fond du Lac counties. The
report referred to various violations of the fish laws.
100 years ago
•Assemblyman Roethe introduced a bill to abolish state game wardens and turn all
fish and game law enforcement over to local sheriffs, constables and county wardens.
Roethe’s bill died by a 31 to 51 vote.
75 years ago
•Former Chief Warden Harley MacKenzie became director of the Conservation Department and Barney Devine moved up to the chief warden position.
•Director must now approve station transfers instead of the Conservation Commission.
50 years ago
•First converted military metal detectors were issued to field wardens. The Department
purchased 15 Korean war vintage mine detectors, plus Army surplus items.
25 years ago
•First year of the Indian treaty enforcement activity.
•District safety specialists were issued video playback equipment.
•Wardens issued new down parkas and pants as winter uniform.
Harland Steinhorst is a retired Wisconsin conservation warden now living in LaValle.

IN BRIEF
DEER AND TURKEY EXPO SET FOR APRIL 3-5
Archery trick shot Byron Ferguson will return to the Wisconsin Deer and Turkey
Expo, to be held April 3-5 at the Alliant Energy Center in Madison.
Ferguson shoots wooden discs and pennies from the air, snuffs a candle with an
arrow, shoots ricochet arrows into a target’s bulls eye, and bursts inflated balloons
while shooting from all sorts of contorted positions. He is a veteran bowhunter and
has taken more than 180 whitetails, plus black bear, mule deer, moose and game
birds.
New seminars are also planned at the expo, including “Whitetail Deer Antler
Measuring and Scoring,” by the Wisconsin Buck and Bear Club; “How to Make Deer
Decoying Work: Setups, Positioning and More,” by Gary Clancy; “How Animals See
and How you can Disappear in the Woods,” by Tom Richardson, and many more.
The show is open from 2-9 p.m. April 3, 9 a.m.-7 p.m. April 4 and 9 a.m.–4 p.m.
April 5. Tickets are $10 one-day adult, $17 two-day adult, $23 three-day adult, $3 for
youth ages 6-11 and free for children 5 and under who are accompanied by an adult.
Discount rates for military are available.
For more details on the expo go to www.deerinfo.com.
Wisconsin Game Warden
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the wonder of the outdoors

By Chuck Horn
Grant County, Wisconsin has long been
considered a sportsmen’s paradise. The
rugged hills and valleys are host to large
populations of deer and wild turkeys as
well as many species of small game and
furbearers. Backwaters of the Mississippi
and Wisconsin rivers support thousands of
local and migrating waterfowl and a wide
variety of warmwater fish. More than160
miles of trout streams course through the
county including world-renowned streams
such as Castle Rock Creek and the Big
Green River.
Senior citizens and Boy Scouts pair up for a successful fishing adventure at the Grant County OutBut children in the area didn’t seem to door Sport Alliance Take-A-Senior Fishing event.
realize that. So in the fall of 2005, a group
of sportsmen representing several sporting
member organizations and other businessThe group has also sponsored several
and conservation clubs in the Grant Counes
and
groups
that
share
its
vision.
take-a-senior
fishing events. Working
ty area held a series of meetings to come
Since
its
inception,
the
Grant
County
with
local
Boy
Scout troops and the Grant
up with ways to introduce youth to the
Outdoor
Sport
Alliance
has
sponsored
County
Commission
on Aging, senior
natural wonders the area has to offer, as
numerous
events
to
introduce
new
memcitizens
are
provided
transportation to
well as to get them more involved in huntbers
to
the
hunting
and
fishing
fraternity.
fishing
areas
and
paired
with a younger
ing, fishing and other outdoor sports. As a
Outdoor
skills
events
have
been
held
on
angler
who
assists
the
senior
with baitresult of these meetings, the Grant County
topics
such
as
fur
trapping
and
handling,
ing
the
hook,
taking
fish
off,
untangling
Outdoor Sport Alliance was formed.
BB gun, shotgun and rifle shooting, arsnarls, etc. The Commission provides the
The mission of this organization is to
chery
and
fishing
rodeos
with
instruction
transportation as well as the “fixin’s” for
promote the safe and responsible use of
in
knot
tying,
fly
tying,
casting
and
fish
a shore lunch prepared by the young and
our natural resources. The members acidentification.
old alike.
complish this through donations from its
12 Winter 2009
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The Grant County Outdoor Sport
Alliance also hosts a wide variety of
learn-to-hunt events. To date, the group
has held three learn-to-hunt turkey hunts,
three waterfowl events and a learn-to-hunt
pheasant hunt. More than100 first-time
hunters have participated in these events
and a good portion of these continue to
enjoy hunting.
Local conservation wardens have been
instrumental in the development of the
alliance and in instructing and mentoring
during the events. Grant County Wardens
Marty Stone and Rick DeWitte, Richland County Warden Mike Nice, Racine
County Warden Randy Dunkel, Recruit
Warden Cody Adams, Deputy Wardens
Mike Williams and Chad Breuer and
Dodgeville Team Supervisor Chuck Horn
have been active in all aspects including
organizing, soliciting donations, instructing and mentoring.
The Wisconsin Conservation Warden
Association has been a key sponsor of the
Alliance, providing regional grants each
of the last two years. These grants have
been used to help offset the costs of these
events from providing equipment given
to the participants such as decoys, face
masks and calls, to paying for ammunition, meals and other costs.
The Grant County Outdoor Sport Alliance has four learn-to-hunt events planned
for 2009 including an archery hunt. The
group is also working with campus officials at both the University of Wisconsin
Platteville and Southwest Wisconsin Technical College to provide outdoor skills
opportunities to their students.
The alliance will continue to sponsor
fishing events for kids and seniors alike
and provide mentoring assistance to youth
groups such as Scouts and 4-H clubs.
For more information about the alliance, contact wardens Rick DeWitte,
Marty Stone or Chuck Horn.
Chuck Horn is a conservation warden
supervisor for the South Central Region at
Dodgeville.

(Above Left) Conservation Warden Rick DeWitte, Cassville, teaches fish identification at a Grant
County Outdoor Sport Alliance Outdoor Skills Day event. (Above) Conservation Warden Supervisor
Chuck Horn, Dodgeville, demonstrates dog handling at a Learn-to-Hunt waterfowl hunt. (Below
left) Two young hunters, one two-legged and one four-legged, are eager to get in the field at the
Grant County Outdoor Sport Alliance Learn-to-Hunt Pheasant Hunt. (Below right) Pat Lisi, a WDNR
retired recreational safety warden, mans the laser shot simulator.

continued on next page
Wisconsin Game Warden
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Joining Forces

Wisconsin, Iowa wardens keep watch on Mississippi
By Steve Dewald
I first worked on the Mississippi River
in 1982. At that time it was a quieter place
with the average boat on the river being a
flat bottom with a tiller-run 35HP motor.
Our “patrol boats” were similar. The average boater was usually a fisherman riding
to his or her favorite fishing spot.
Since that time, boating on the Mississippi River has evolved into high speed
cruising with boats that average nearly
200HP. Some boats come equipped with
twin V-8 engines. Nowhere is this more
evident than on the Mississippi River
between Iowa and Wisconsin.
The South Central and West Central
regions of the Wisconsin DNR share this
part of the state. Despite being in separate
Wisconsin DNR regions, Mike Cross and
Marty Stone, along with Iowa warden Burt
Walters have worked hard to coordinate
enforcement efforts between the regions
and states.
These joint enforcement efforts became necessary to deal with a fairly recent
invasion of large numbers of “Baja-type”
boats running upriver every weekend with
loud exhausts, intoxicated operators, and
speeds averaging more than 60 mph. This
type of boat appeared almost overnight as
an Iowa boat manufacturer began selling
large numbers of these boats to local boaters. We soon learned that adjustments had
to be made in our law enforcement tactics,
as well as to the type of patrol boats we
used.
Stone was one of the first wardens on
the Mississippi to master noise enforcement involving these large boats. He
earned the nickname “Decibel” Stone
from fellow wardens. He is often the
unfortunate target of Web site forums like
midwestboatparty.com whose users do not
appreciate any law enforcement disruption of their preferred wild times on public
waters. Cross soon became active in these
efforts as well after transferring to Prairie
du Chien from Jefferson.
The joint enforcement efforts between
the states often involve four to six patrol

(Above) Wardens Mike Cross and Steve Dewald
test an OWI suspect. (Left) The $150,000 “Aquacar” burns on the Mississippi River.
down when passing a law enforcement
patrol boat with emergency lights activated similar to the “brush-back” laws on
highways. A similar proposal is currently
awaiting action in our Department.
The end result of these efforts has been
boats sharing waters on one or two pools
a much quieter river. Local residents have
of the river.   During these group enforcemade positive comments regarding the dement checks, Wisconsin and Iowa wardens cline in loud boats they hear on the river.
and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service refuge
Numerous intoxicated boater arrests are
officers man the boats. Due to the high
also resulting in more designated drivers
speeds of the violator boats, the officers
in the Baja boats. Emergency response to
often have to radio ahead to patrol boats a
boat accidents and other emergencies on
mile or two away so that they can interthe river is also well coordinated. Coopcept the fleeing offenders when a violation eration between the states on boating has
is observed. Iowa also assists the effort
also expanded to joint investigations on
with plainclothes officers on personal
ginseng, commercial fishing, and wildwatercraft who can observe intoxicated
life poaching. The wardens from both
operators leaving marinas and on-thestates also meet several times a year to
water bars.
plan enforcement efforts and to discuss
Each state brings special tools to these
equipment needs and statute changes to
joint efforts. Wisconsin was the first to get deal with the challenges of each new year.
sound meters and tends to have the faster
With good personnel on both sides of the
patrol boats. However, Iowa is farther
river, this successful work will continue
along with the laws that are needed to
well into the future.
keep the waters safe. Iowa has a slow-noSteve Dewald is the warden supervisor
wake law that requires boaters to slow
for the Mississippi River Team.
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Photo courtesy Jeremy Peery

Wisconsin Conservation Warden Jeremy Peery conducted a Learn-to-Hunt Bear event. The 21 participants completed a three-hour classroom course,
and then followed up by sitting in bait stands on a Friday night. That was followed by an overnight stay at a hunting cabin and running with the
hounds — seven different bear hunting crews throughout the county — on Saturday morning. All the participants observed bears and had a great
time, Peery reports. “The good thing about this program is that it exposes 10 times as many kids to bear hunting as the kill program did, and, after
all, that is our goal.”

More than 100 children attend
annual Reedsburg fishing clinic
The Reedsburg Outdoor
Club held its 10th annual
Children’s Fishing Clinic
on June 7, 2008. About 117
children between the ages
of 3 and 13, along with their
families, attended the clinic,
held at Plenke’s Pond in
Reedsburg.
Each child received a
new fishing pole and a tackle
box filled with appropriate fishing gear.
Participants also received a coupon from
Trail Break in LaValle for a free pizza.
Children could attend instructional
seminars on walleye fishing, fish filleting,
casting, boating laws and tying hooks, as
well as learn about fishing laws and the
proper way to measure fish.

In addition, children could
fish and win prizes, with awards
going for the largest panfish and
the largest game fish. Children
could also participate in a casting contest.
Participants also received a
deep-fried fish lunch with milk
and ice cream.
The event was paid for, in
part, by a Wisconsin Conservation Warden Association regional grant.
“The event is a nice way of getting
kids started in fishing with quality gear,”
said co-coordinators David Horzewski and
Tom Schlough.
“We would like to extend a sincere
thank you to the WCWA for (your) contribution…. and for supporting our youth.”

IN BRIEF
DON’T FORGET
TO SEND US YOUR
NEW ADDRESS WHEN
YOU MOVE
If you’ve moved, don’t forget to tell
Wisconsin Game Warden Magazine.
The post office does not forward
or return the magazines since they are
mailed Third Class. That means the Association has no way of knowing which
members are not receiving their copies.
For address changes or general mailing questions, contact Kathy Oginski at
kaoginski@cheqnet.net.
For other questions about the magazine, contact editor Barbara A. Schmitz
at write2us@sbcglobal.net or (920)
235-0972.
Wisconsin Game Warden
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a NEW record
Retired warden tags state record bobcat
By David B. Arendt
When I retired as a conservation warden in 2002, I had a bucket list of things I
wanted to do, one of which was a completely solo bear hunt from start to freezer.
The bear hunt was soon accomplished, but
my list was far from complete.
The next item on the list was to kill a
bobcat and turn its hide into a hat for my
black powder hunting outfit. I soon drew a
bobcat tag and I spent that bobcat season
doing lots of calling and some trapping.
Poor snow conditions and bad luck left
me with an unfilled tag and a wish in the
bucket yet.
More than five years later, I drew 2008
bobcat tag number 11. I may be a slow
learner, but I learned my lesson well —
this time I would prepare better.
Before the season began, I sent out
e-mails, mailed letters, and called or paid
visits to many friends and acquaintances,
asking for any recent bobcat or bobcat
track sightings. For an animal that few
ever see, the response was great.
But not all the response was helpful.
I got locations as vague as “the woods,”
“the woods north of 64,” and numerous
zoos. But people also told me of sightings as specific as GPS coordinates and
trail cam photos. I also received plenty
of hunting advice and offers to hunt on
private property and to use dogs or other
equipment.
The 2008 plan was no trapping (I’ll
save that for when I am really old), taking
advantage of dog hunting if snow came
along, and scaling back on other hunting
to maximize calling time. For the other
hunting that I still did, I placed most deer
stands in swamps in the long-shot event of
a chance encounter with a cat.
The calling was interesting with sightings of coyotes, fox, various hawks, an
owl, and a feral house cat more than 2
miles from even a cabin. The only close
encounter I had with calling in a bobcat
occurred at dusk during one of the late
antlerless gun deer hunts. I was walking
out of a swamp on the Florence/Marinette

It took a lot of preparation and a lot of friends, but Dave Arendt didn’t just tag any bobcat in
2008 — he killed the state’s new record that weighed more than 52 pounds.
county line after hunting deer when I
found fresh cat tracks. I returned the gun
to the vehicle and spent some cold, dark
hours calling just to see if I could get the
bobcat to come back.
Though I wasn’t successful in calling
in the bobcat, the event wasn’t without
a wildlife encounter. Returning the next
morning, I found the source of some
sounds I had heard the previous night near
my setup. A large lone wolf had repeatedly circled my blind, trying to figure out
what made rabbit cries but smelled bad,
like a man. It was a chance encounter with
a little-seen wild animal — though not the
one I was searching for.
The last weekend of black powder

deer season found me back on the cat
hunt checking for fresh bobcat tracks after
a new snow. One day, deep in a cedar
swamp in northern Marinette County,
Kelly Crotty, a Florence County warden
on patrol, crossed my path. Aware of my
mission, Kelly told me that it was time
to give up calling and instead take up
Langlade County Warden Andy Dryja’s
offer to bobcat hunt behind his hounds.
Soon, despite the recent loss of his two
best hounds, Andy renewed his offer to
introduce me to the old sport of hunting
bobcats with trailing hounds. During the
next several weeks I followed Andy and
his dogs, and numerous friends and relatives of Andy’s and their dogs on hunts
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spanning four counties as Warden Pat
Novesky continued to check for fresh
tracks in Oneida County. Andy and all
of his associates shared their love of the
sport and dogs with me, as well as their
considerable knowledge. During the
hunts I grew to know more and more
about bobcat and hound behavior, track
identification, and bobcat habitat. Many
exciting runs were shared in all sorts of
weather and snow depths.
Andy set up one last major push
for me to obtain a bobcat hide — and
subsequent hat — on the last day of the
2008 bobcat season, Dec. 31, 2008. He
involved a number of friends, relatives,
hounds, equipment, and six or seven
trucks to start early and find a fresh
bobcat track and to pursue it with the
best hounds available. I met the others at
Andy’s house in the early dark hours of
the morning and started the day by riding
with Andy and checking likely bobcat
haunts for tracks in snow freshened by the
previous day’s storm. Snow depths now
ranged from below the knee to thigh deep.
By daylight the group still had not
found fresh tracks, but we didn’t give up.
Later in the morning Kirt Hansen, the
oldest and most experienced cat-hound
hunter of the group, located a very large
bobcat track in Langlade County. Myself,
Andy, Scott Dryja, Gary Christensen, Pat
Ignarski, Joe Berna and Ryan Klaypatch
met with Kirt and we agreed: it was the
largest and longest stride track we had
ever observed. Andy and I contacted the
landowner, who was riding a farm tractor,
for permission to hunt bobcat on the land.
He said we could and that we should also
shoot all the coyotes, bear and wolves on
the land, too.
With the temperature below zero, the
track appeared to be snowed out and about
18 hours old. To complicate matters, very
fresh tracks from two smaller bobcats,
as well as fresh coyote tracks, joined in
with the huge bobcat’s older tracks. Andy
decided to lead two dogs in on leashes
with a small group until the tracks could
be sorted out. Andy’s cousin Scott Dryja’s
male hound LJ and Joe Berna’s English
dog Patsy were brought in on leashes.
Bobcats will often run in large circles
ahead of the dogs like a rabbit trying to
stay in the thickest, nastiest cover available, so I would attempt to get in front
of the cat and try to intercept it with a
shotgun loaded with buckshot.
After tracking the cat for a long time,

Andy decided that the track was fresher
and free of the other animals so he released the dogs. The group would try to
keep track of the dogs by following their
barking, and if they got out of earshot,
by use of electronic tracking collars.
The dogs made good time following the
cold track and soon the barking began to
change, picking up in pitch as the scent
got hotter, indicating they had jumped the
cat from its daytime bed. After a good run
the barking became stationary and again
changed in tone. This is the sound all
hound men want to hear and indicates that
the cat is treed.
By that time I was out of hearing
range of the dogs and needed to get under
the tree before the cat decided to get out
of the tree and run again, or worse, do
some damage to the dogs. I switched to
Andy’s bolt-action iron sighted .22-caliber
magnum rifle and most of the group joined
the two dogs in heavy balsam swamp-type
cover, finding the bobcat high in a dead
tamarack with no bark and few limbs.
The cat was horizontal to the tree trunk
near the top, bracing itself with a hind and
front foot. It could only be described as
regal in the bright sunlight and deep blue
winter sky. Because of the huge track size,
I had been concerned that we were chasing
a lynx. I examined the cat at length. In my
30-year career as a warden, I had tagged
or examined a large number of bobcats.
But I had never seen a bobcat that reached
40 pounds before.
In the past, I had also observed captive
live lynx, examined a car-killed lynx in
Marinette County and observed a number
of lynx pelts. This cat’s foot size, ear tuft
length, coat color, spots on the belly and
hide and black leg bars were consistent

with those of a bobcat. In addition, its
body was much larger than any lynx. I was
positive that this was the largest bobcat I
had ever seen — dead or alive.
My concerns addressed, I stepped
below the cat and, using the iron tang
sight, fired one shot into the bottom of the
cat’s neck just behind the head to sever
its spine. As it fell out of the tree, the
cat grew much larger in length, landing
directly in front of me and amongst the
dogs. Everyone’s adrenalin level hit the
ceiling when that magnificent animal hit
the deep, white snow.
Then it was time for a long walk and
carry out of the woods. Once back in
town, the cat was weighed on three different scales and each time we came up with
the same weight of more than 52 pounds.
An average adult male bobcat weighs
about 30 pounds.
A search of DNR records and the internet revealed that the largest verified bobcat
ever taken in Wisconsin was initially captured in Sawyer County as part of a bobcat
study in March of 1982, about 170 miles
away from where it was later killed in
Marinette County in 1984, weighing 48.84
pounds. The largest verified bobcat taken
in Minnesota weighed 38.72 pounds.
These facts would indicate my bobcat,
at 52 pounds, would be the largest verified
bobcat killed in Wisconsin. To date, no
record of a verified cat that is larger has
been found in the United States or North
America.
The carcass was sent to the DNR for
age and stomach content analysis. A tissue
sample was sent to the Rocky Mountain
Research Station in Missoula, Montana
for DNA testing to rule out a European
lynx bobcat hybrid. The carcass will end
up at UW-Stevens Point to be examined
by Professor Eric Anderson and used in
classroom and research work.
Local wardens report that the number
of cougar sightings has now dropped off.
Warden Peters of Merrill has said that he
feels small children in the county are safer
and local deer hunters are hopeful that the
deer herd will now rebound. As for me,
I’m having a full wall rug mount made of
the bobcat. I’ll have to go on another hunt
if I want a hat.
David B. Arendt served from 19722002 as a Wisconsin conservation warden
in Waukesha and Florence counties and
Warden Team Supervisor in Antigo. He is
a past president of the Wisconsin Conservation Warden Association.
Wisconsin Game Warden
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WARDEN IN THE SPOTLIGHT

The Hart Award

Stringham first warden to receive coveted state award for service
By Steven Dewald
When a respected veteran warden
retires, warden supervisors always wonder
who will come next. Unlike pro sports or
the private industry, station vacancies are
filled by lateral transfers based on seniority. There is no recruiting, no filling of
team needs with first-round draft picks.
When Richard Wallin, a Haskell Noyes
winner and skilled investigator retired, I
wondered if I would be lucky enough to
have a person fill the vacancy who could
continue to serve the county’s citizens at a
high level. It didn’t take Shawna Stringham long to show that I had nothing to
worry about.
Stringham was honored in 2008 as the
winner of the Virginia Hart Award, which
honors women in state government who
serve as an example to all employees in
how they serve the people of Wisconsin.
Female employees in all state agencies
are considered for it, but Stringham is the
first conservation warden in history to
receive the award.
She was chosen for her outstanding and selfless service on behalf of her
community, our natural resources and
local law enforcement. A few examples
highlight that service.
Stringham was ready to respond when
floods ravaged southwestern Wisconsin last summer. She helped evacuate
disabled people from their homes, as well
as passengers stranded on a bus in rising
floodwaters. In addition, she supported
other emergency responders with her
personal boat when her state boat was
unavailable due to floodwaters.
When Stringham noted that more
Amish were being cited for illegal trapping, she developed a trapping course in
the Amish community to make sure that
their members were included in recreational opportunities and education. She
also recruited eight new boating and ATV
instructors.
When she realized that state regulations did not adequately deal with all dangerous captive wild animals being brought

(Above) Wardens Shawna Stringham and Mike Nice with seizures
of just one of their numerous
illegal deer cases from the fall of
2008. (Right) Conservation Warden Shawna Stringham received
the 2008 Virginia Hart Award
during a presentation in Madison.
From left are Steven Dewald,
warden supervisor for the Mississippi River team; Stringham; Mark
Burmesch, West Central regional
warden; and Regional Director
Scott Humrickhouse.
into her county, Stringham assisted the
Vernon County Sheriff’s Department in
developing a captive wildlife ordinance
that fills gaps in state law for “harmful”
captive wildlife. This involved meetings with the Vernon County sheriff and
corporation council to develop draft rules,
followed by personal visits to township officers with the sheriff to familiarize town
boards with the issue.
Stringham helped resolve a conflict
between local landowners and a town
chairman with local foresters on some
Managed Forest Land disputes. Besides
resolving the forest law problems, this
also led to the development of a new burning permit program in the township.
In addition to her reputation for firm
and fair enforcement of the law and com-

munity collaboration, she has a diverse
and significant public education and information program that was reflected in her
receiving the 2008 West Central region’s
public education award.
Stringham contributes to the DNR
by integrating with other programs and
serving as a field training officer. She also
graduated from the Department’s leadership academy.
She and neighboring Warden Mike
Nice have also had an extraordinary fall
2008 enforcement season working together. They made numerous illegal deer
cases, including the apprehension of thrill
killers, and Stringham was a leader in ginseng arrests in the West Central region.
Steven M. Dewald is the warden supervisor for the Mississippi River Team.
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WATERGUARD: from page 3

4,157 watercraft used by 9,497 people.
Of the boats inspected, 653 had plants
present and 1,084 were unaware of the
AIS and VHS laws. While conducting
inspections at boat landings, the deputy
wardens gave 43 warnings and six citations. The watercraft included boats, jet
skis, float planes and amphicars. The
work done by the water guards was
self initiated with minimal supervision.
Work was also done in conjunction with
the surrounding wardens.
On average, each water guard
patrolled and made contacts in eight
counties. The deputy wardens contacted
more than 41,000 people while giving
112 presentations at county fairs, fishing
tournaments, lake association meetings,
store grand openings, youth day events,
fish hatchery open houses and other
special events. To get the message out,
the deputy wardens also worked with
the media and conducted 12 television
interviews, seven radio interviews, and
nine newspaper interviews. VHS did not
spread in Wisconsin on the water guard
watch.
While making contacts, the water guards stressed the importance of
inspecting and removing aquatic plants
and animals from boats, trailers and
equipment, draining water from live
wells and boating equipment, never
moving live fish, and using leftover minnows only under certain circumstances.
A special thanks to wardens Tom
Wrasse, Randy Stark, Darrel Wardera,
and the numerous warden supervisors,
field wardens, and all other individuals
who made this program possible.
John Preuss and Chris Hamerla are
both water guard deputy wardens.

Wisconsin Conservation
Warden Association
Our purpose

The Wisconsin Conservation Warden Association (WCWA) exists to further conservation
efforts within the state, without unionizing or collective bargaining, and is dedicated to all
of the men and women who have served as Wisconsin Conservation Wardens since 1879.

Our objectives

• Promote natural resources education.
• Promote the profession of natural resources law enforcement.
• Strive to enhance conservation warden/community relationships.
• Provide encouragement, recognition and support to all members in their profession.
• Increase awareness and understanding of conservation and environmental issues.

Why join the WCWA?

• Receive the official WCWA magazine with information, pictures and stories that revolve
around Wisconsin conservation wardens, past and present.
• Help support the WCWA Scholarship Program at UW-Stevens Point.
• Help establish and maintain a Conservation Warden Memorial Program.
• Help establish and maintain a Conservation Warden Museum.

Membership categories

• Regular Membership — Active and retired, fulltime permanent conservation wardens
who have served part of their careers as wardens; past and present special and county
conservation wardens; and active and retired law enforcement officers from other
agencies.
• Associate Membership — Individuals, organizations and businesses expressing an
interest in supporting the associaiton.
• Sponsor Membership — Any individual or organization that wishes to provide additional financial support to the organization.
• Corporate Membership — Any business that wishes to provide financial support to the
WCWA. Receive a free ad in this magazine with donation of $500 or more.

I want to become a WCWA member
Name _______________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________
City _____________________________ State _______ Zip ____________
Telephone ___________________________________________________
E-mail _______________________________________________________
Regular and Associate Memberships		

Sponsor Memberships

$20 for one-year membership
$200 for life membership
Corporate Sponsorship

$25-$99 one year
$100-$499, five year with certificate
$500 or more, life membership with plaque

$250-$500 one year ($500 or more includes ad.)
Memberships expire on June 30. Please make your check payable to the WCWA and send it to P.O. Box 44,
Madison, WI 53701-0044. Your e-mail will not be shared with anyone. It is for the sole purpose of communicating with our members.
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Bill Schwengel and his
wife, Peggy, enjoyed
horseback riding and
camping at the Spruce
Woods Provincial Park in
Manitoba in 2006.

A model warden, supervisor and human
Bill Schwengel receives prestigious Shikar Safari Award for Wisconsin
By Barbara A. Schmitz
Conservation Warden Scott Bowe
remembers the first time he was working
late and decided to leave a voicemail message for his new supervisor, Bill Schwengel, about a case he was working on.
“It was 11 o’clock or midnight, but
Bill was still in the office working and he
answered,” Bowe says. “I don’t think there
is anybody who works harder than him.
He is always available.”
To Bowe and the others working with
Schwengel, it comes as no surprise that
their supervisor received the Shikar Safari
International Wildlife Officer of the Year
Award during the Natural Resources
Board meeting in Madison on Feb. 25.
In fact, his entire team nominated and
recommended him for the annual award,
which recognizes a warden supervisor or
administrative warden.
“He really makes himself available
to help us out in the field, a lot more than
he probably should at times,” Bowe says.
“Even if it’s his day off, you can get a hold
of him.”
Just how accessible is he?
“I was at Fort McCoy and the kids
were getting on my wife’s nerves so she
tried to call me in the middle of the night
just to talk,” Bowe says. “But she accidentally called Bill’s cell phone at 2 in the
morning. They talked for a little bit, and
he called her back the following morning

at 6 o’clock to apologize for not being
more awake and giving her the number for
the academy.”
But Schwengel received the award for
other reasons beyond his accessibility.
“Bill cares deeply about the resources,
the mission and the people he works
with,” says Chief Warden Randy Stark.
“It’s very clear that Bill is always a great
coach and team player. He’s willing to roll
up his sleeves and do the heavy lifting, no
matter what the task is.”
But Stark says Schwengel is also a
pioneer, and always looking for ways to be
progressive, particularly in the information
technology or IT realm.
“He’s done a lot of work moving the
warden service forward using IT,” Stark
says, mentioning the DNR’s computerized
complaint database to its DEARS program
that reports a warden’s time, mileage, expenses and more. “The bottom line is that
Bill’s fingerprints are on impressive IT
projects that the Department has worked
on in the last 15 years.”
In addition, Schwengel trains recruits
on evidence collection and has been periodically called in by Department of Justice
agents to assist with evidence searches in
homicide and police-involved shooting
cases.
While those who work with him sing
his praises, Schwengel says others are also
deserving of the award.

“Like the other annual statewide
warden awards, I feel that the Shikar
Safari Award really recognizes the warden
profession as well as the individual warden, and there are many wardens deserving of these awards,” he says. “I’ve been
fortunate to have been in a position to take
advantage of the many great opportunities
that have presented themselves in one way
or another. In that regard, it’s really the
people who I work with every day that put
me in the position to be selected for this
award. I’m surrounded by great people.”
Schwengel says he knew by 12 that he
wanted to be a conservation warden, when
he would talk to or ride along with wardens who would stop by the house to chat
with his father, a wildlife manager with
what was then the Wisconsin Conservation
Department.
After high school, he enrolled at UWMadison, and knowing that it was difficult
to land a job at the DNR, he majored in
soil science as well as wildlife ecology.
After graduating, he worked for the Dane
County Soil and Water Conservation District for about six weeks; then, the Wisconsin DNR hired him as a warden.
His first station was Racine, where he
worked for about 1 1/2 years before moving to Portage, where be stayed for about
13 years. He was named the warden team
supervisor in Eau Claire 15 years ago and
it’s the position he still holds.
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In all of those years, one thing has
stayed constant. “I really like my job,”
Schwengel says. “I just wish there wasn’t
so much of it. But I also feed on that. I like
challenges, too. And my biggest problem
is saying no. My team members remind
me to delegate at times.”
Steve Schlimgen, now retired from the
DNR, says Schwengel has always liked to
be busy, very busy.
From being a foster parent, to being
involved in the community and sporting organizations, it is normal for Bill
to work up to 2 a.m. to get things done,
says Schlimgen, who started working
with Schwengel in 1984 when he was
stationed in Poynette and Schwengel was
in Portage.
“I think the world of Bill,” he says.
“He’s just a phenomenal guy. He’s easy to
get along with, and he has a super amount
of patience.”
The two worked a lot of cases together,
especially on the Wisconsin River.
Any good stories from those days?
“Bill had a tendency to run into sandbars at night and send me flying from the
passenger seat up into the bow,” Schlimgen recalls with a laugh.
While Schwengel admits that he is a
little bit scared to retire some day because
of the number of old stories that could be
recalled at his retirement picnic, he says
he is most proud of helping people start
their careers in law enforcement, whether
it be serving as a field training officer,
internship supervisor, taking someone on a
ride-along, or whatever.
But Schwengel says he is also proud
that he was one of the founding members
of the Wisconsin Conservation Warden
Association and was the first editor of
the WCWA magazine when it came out
in 1990. In fact, he is still involved on
the Publications Committee where he
helps proofread the magazine before it is
printed, and writes occasional stories.
Schwengel credits his family — wife
Peggy and their children Laura, 18; Michael, 22; and Ben, 25 — for much of the
success in his career.
“I really have to credit my family for
their patience and support, and for taking
care of things when I wasn’t home and out
getting the job done,” he says.
But Schwengel has not only gotten the
job done, he’s always done the job the right
way, says Sauk County Warden John Buss,
who has known Schwengel since 1985.

Is there a cutline for this
photo?

Bill Schwengel and his daughter, Laura, helped retired DNR Wildlife Biologist Mike Gappa with
bear research in Chippewa County. The mother bear was under anesthesia at the time.
“As a trainer, he is very patient and he
goes out of his way to teach you,” Buss
says. “He allows you to make mistakes
and learn from those.”
As a supervisor, Schwengel doesn’t
forget what it’s like to be in the field, Buss
adds. “Plus, he has no hidden agenda.
What you see is what you get.”
Buss says Schwengel doesn’t get upset
if you make mistakes. He and Byron
Goetsch, now Northeast regional warden,
know that first-hand. Once the two used
Schwengel’s boat for a training session,
and were returning it to his home. They
parked it in his driveway, which was on
an incline, and unhooked the boat when
it started rolling away. They tried to stop
it, but couldn’t. The boat ended up with
its trailer tongue damaging the neighbor’s
house.
“Byron and I were nervous, and we
called Bill right away,” Buss says. “But
his response was that the neighbor would
be home soon and he’d make it right with
him and get the house fixed. He has such a
calming demeanor.”
Buss says Schwengel is respected in
the state because of that demeanor. “It’s
the way he communicates with people —
he’s soft spoken, yet a very compassionate

individual who is real. He understands
people; he understands human emotions.
“Bill is a model field warden, a model
supervisor and a model human.”
Schwengel’s direct supervisor, Mark
Burmesch, West Central regional warden,
agrees. “Bill will give you the shirt off
his back, even if it was his last shirt. He
is always available for his staff, and for
anyone else who asks him for help. He is
caring and will always find a way to help
you, even if he has to go out of his way to
do so.”
But Burmesch laughs as he says
Schwengel’s schedule is a little bit different from most other warden supervisors.
“If you’re looking to catch Bill in the office at 10, you better make that p.m. rather
than a.m.” he says. “It’s not uncommon
for him to fire out e-mails from 10 p.m.
until 2 a.m. We like to tease him about
that.”
Burmesch says Schwengel has given
a lot of himself, and, in turn, his family
has given a lot for his career. “The people
of this state don’t know it, but he is one
public servant they are lucky to have.”
Barbara A. Schmitz is a free-lance
writer, journalism instructor and editor of
Wisconsin Game Warden Magazine.
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OBITUARY
Max Harter
Max John Harter Jr., 70, of Grantsburg, died Aug. 18, 2008
at his home, with his family at his side, after battling cancer for
nearly a year.
Harter was born Oct. 15, 1937 to Max and Viola (McLaughlin) Harter. He grew up in Gordon, Wis., where he attended Gordon Elementary School, the Minong School and he graduated in
1955 from St. Croix High School in Solon Springs. That summer
he enlisted in the U.S. Navy and served 3 1/2 years before being
honorably discharged in 1958 as a TE 3.
He married Darlene Ramel of Solon Springs on June 13,
1959; they had one son and three daughters.
In 1958, Harter began working as a surveyor for the Wisconsin Highway Department; he later was employed by the U.S.
Forest Service in Hayward. During his six years of service in
Hayward, he also worked part-time for the Department of Natural
Resources, focusing on becoming a game warden. In 1966, he attended the State Patrol Academy in Fort McCoy and was hired as
a Wisconsin State Patrol officer, stationed in East Troy. In 1967,
Harter became a Wisconsin conservation warden and his first station was Crandon. He and his family relocated to the Grantsburg
station in 1972. He served the Department of Natural Resources
for 24 years, retiring in 1991.
Harter enjoyed family, country music, the Packers, hunting,
fishing and camping. He spent his retirement years doing what

he loved best, even sharing his love of the outdoors in a guide
service. He developed his passion for training Chesapeake Bay
retrievers and participated in hunt tests, winning several awards
over the years. He took great pleasure in time spent at ‘the shack’
with his family and friends. He will be remembered for his
outdoor cooking, his famous sourdough ‘sticky buns,’ playing his
guitar and writing and singing country music, his sense of humor,
his poems, and his stories.
He is survived by his wife of 49 years, Darlene; son Scott
(Shari) Harter; daughters Kelli (George) Clark, Kerri (Anthony)
Nelson, both of Grantsburg, and Janet Harter, of Siren; and six
grandchildren, Tanya (Paul Carlson) Harter, Tavia Harter, Tera
Nelson, Kerissa Nelson, Alex Nelson, all of Grantsburg, and
Trista Domasica, Hammond, Indiana. He is also survived by two
great-grandchildren, Zachary and Haley Carlson; one brother,
James Harter, of Superior; one sister, Lois Ingram, of Milton;
his mother-in-law, Ella Ramel, of Superior; and many extended
family members.
A Mass of Christian Burial, officiated by Father Dennis
Mullen, was held Aug. 21, 2008 at the Immaculate Conception
Catholic Church in Grantsburg. Interment was at the Northern
Wisconsin Veteran’s Memorial Cemetery in Spooner with full
military honors.
Edling Funeral Home of Grantsburg handled arrangements.

Former DNR interns earn scholarships
Two former Wisconsin
DNR summer interns recently
received scholarships from the
Northern Association of Boating
Administrators.
Chad Wipperman and Ryan
Propson, students at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point,
both received a $1,000 scholarship.
Wipperman graduated from
UW-Stevens Point in December
2008 with a major in resource
management law enforcement
and a minor in natural science.
From left, Chad Wipperman, Warden Jon Scharbarth and Ryan
He was president of the Student Propson pose for a picture after the scholarship presentation.
Law Enforcement Association.
Wipperman is also a certified WDNR
During the summer of 2008,
instructor for boating, hunting and ATV
Wipperman worked as a law enforcement
ranger in the Northern Highland-American education. He started working in March
2009 as a conservation officer for the
Legion State Forest. The previous sumIdaho Fish & Game Department.
mer, he worked as a conservation warden
Propson is in his third year at UWintern in Shawano County, and during
Stevens Point and majoring in resource
summer 2006, he worked for the Geneva
management law enforcement with a
Lake Water Safety Patrol.

minor in wildlife management. He
is also active in the Student Law
Enforcement Association.
In addition to UW-Stevens Point,
he is currently attending the Law
Enforcement Academy.
Propson worked as a water guard
deputy warden this past summer
and interned as a naturalist at 1000
Islands Environmental Center in the
summer of 2007.
After graduation, he hopes to
become a Wisconsin conservation
warden because he enjoys the variety
of recreational sporting opportunities
available in the state.
The two were chosen from a pool
of applicants spanning the NABA
states of Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, South Dakota, Vermont and Wisconsin.
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Schaper: One
special Special
By Bill Schwengel
Jack Schaper has been stationed at Portage for his entire
32-year career. He never transferred, promoted, or demoted – or
asked to be assigned to another warden. He seldom, if ever, missed
a day of work or turned down a request for help.
Schaper worked with many wardens as they transferred in and
out of the Portage station and the surrounding area. He opened
his home to a number of recruit wardens who needed a place to
stay as they went through field training assignments in Columbia
County. He traveled north for special enforcement deployments
like Price County bear camp and all around southcentral Wisconsin to help out where he was needed.
For all those reasons, Schaper is one of the best-known deputy
or “special” wardens in the state. Last December, a large number
of wardens, local friends, and family got together to wish Jack a
happy retirement and to see Portage Warden Casey Kruger present him with Special Conservation Warden badge #768, which
Schaper carried as one of the finest specials a warden could ever
have.
Jerry Meronk recruited Schaper in 1977 out of a local baseball
team on which both of them played. Jack was the guy with all
kinds of local knowledge and with a burning desire to catch people
violating the fish and game laws.
Schaper completed his police academy training at Madison
Area Technical College in segments, fitting it in between his day
job on the Portage Public Works Department and his work with
the wardens on weekends and nights. Jack also served as a reserve
deputy sheriff on the county boat patrol until the DNR began getting federal boating funds to pay for special wardens to work on
the water.
Jack knew that catching violators was the big part of the law
enforcement job, but he also saw that public education, especially
of the youth, was needed to make the outdoors safe, so he became
certified as a boating and hunter safety instructor. Schaper even
wrote an outdoor column for several years in the local newspaper.
As a special, he assisted with investigating accidents and once
helped save a hunting accident victim’s life by controlling the
victim’s bleeding. To many around Portage, Jack was the “local”
warden.
In 32 years of dedicated service, Jack saw a lot of change in
laws, recreational vehicles, patrol vehicles, hunting and fishing
methods, and the resources. Schaper had to adapt to the changes,
but he always kept his “old school” perspective on the job. He
didn’t miss much as he drove, rode, hiked, boated, snowmobiled,
and even flew in a plane to provide assistance to wardens. He
earned the respect of the wardens and the local law enforcement
community through his hard work, dependability, and good reputation.
In his exceptionally long tenure as a special, Jack provided
important continuity in warden transfers from Jerry Meronk to

Casey Krueger, left, and Jack Schaper pose at the State Game Farm in
Poynette with eight seized deer that were harvested illegally during the
first two days of the 2007 gun deer season.
Bill Schwengel to John Welke to Casey Krueger. Jack’s help was
also in demand by the Poynette wardens over the years: Dave
Sabrowsky, Mike Smith, Steve Schlimgen, and Paul Nadolski; and
he worked many hours with them.
Jerry Meronk remembers that, for Jack, joining ranks with the
wardens wasn’t necessarily easy to do in a small town. In fact,
doing so cost Jack a few acquaintances with people who looked at
violating game laws differently than he did. Schaper didn’t let that
bother him, though, because he had the support of a lot of others
who respected the job he did and his contribution to the community.
Bill Schwengel attributes a lot of his success at Portage to
Schaper and recalls Jack showing him parts of the county that
needed enforcement attention, introducing him to many residents,
and patiently coaching Schwengel when he first arrived as the new
warden in town.
John Welke notes that Schaper could always be depended on to
assist him whenever he was needed and that he has a great knowledge of people.
Casey Krueger adds that Jack was instrumental in developing
the strong community relationship that exists between the citizens
of Columbia County and the warden force. Schaper was involved
in thousands of arrests, and has undoubtedly saved many lives
through safety education and enforcement. He is well received
by the sporting public and is known throughout the state as being
a warden you can talk to. Jack is a wealth of knowledge and has
devoted his life to the warden force.
To Krueger, Schaper is a close peer, mentor and friend.
Krueger said that he would be forever grateful to Jack for his
service as well as watching the backs of the many wardens he has
worked with. Krueger summed it up by saying that Jack is “one of
the best deputy wardens to ever wear the shirt.”
In his retirement, Schaper plans to continue doing part-time
agronomy work, catch up on a lot of missed hunting and fishing,
visit with his son, David, who works in the oil industry, and travel
out West. He wishes the best to his warden friends as they move
through their careers and into retirement.
Bill Schwengel is the Lower Chippewa Team supervisor for the
DNR.
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Fruits of their Labor

a photo album

Ken Thomson and his children, Ellie and Jack, and dog,
Maggie, walked on a trail near the Eau Claire River, where
they flushed two grouse and Ken shot one.

It was a successful goose hunt in December 2008 in Juneau
County. From left, are Gary Eddy, Mack the dog, Eric Grudzinski, Wade Romberg, and Elle the dog.
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Bridget Bowe, 3, daughter of warden Scott Bowe,
shows off the walleye she caught on Jan. 11, 2009,
during her first ice fishing trip. They were fishing on
Lake Holcombe.

All in the family — (Above) Mike Neal shows his sons, Aiden and Sean, the deer he
shot. (Below left) Aiden on his first fishing outing. (Below right) Aiden and Dad on
their first goose hunt.

Mac M. Hannon, a deputy conservation warden with
the WDNR Water Guard Program, poses with an
11-point buck taken in Buffalo County on Nov. 28,
2008. It had a 19 3/8-inch inside spread, and was
shot on his family’s land.

Todd Schaller and his father,
LaVerne, harvested these
toms during the Spring 2008
turkey season in La Crosse
County.
Wisconsin Game Warden
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just

messin’
withTHEM

By Gary Eddy
One snowy, spring day in March of
2004, Warden Rick Peters of Merrill
received a complaint about fishermen taking undersized walleyes on the Wisconsin
River near the dam in Tomahawk, Lincoln
County. The local warden was out of the
area, so he requested the help of Antigo
Warden Gary Eddy.
The wardens established a plan and
picked an evening to work the complaint.
Peters set up on the riverbank to observe
the boats while Eddy staked out the boat
landing. Peters observed one boat in particular, with three people catching a lot of
walleyes and placing them in a fish basket
with a white, floatable collar. When it
started getting dark, the anglers pulled up
anchor and the boat headed downstream to
the landing where Eddy waited. Peters radioed Eddy to let him know there may be
some undersized walleyes in the basket.
Eddy watched the boat as it approached the landing without lights,
even though it was dark. When the boat
was about 100 yards upstream, it shut
down and drifted downstream and past
the landing. Several minutes later a man
came through the woods from downstream and walked toward a vehicle in
the boat landing.
Eddy went up to the man, who told the
warden that the boat had stalled out and
the rest of the group was pulling it back
upstream.
Peters and the group reached the boat
landing at the same time. The wardens
talked to the anglers about the fishing, and
the group said they didn’t keep any fish
because they were all small. Peters knew
the group so he pulled Eddy aside and said

(Top) Wardens Rick Peters and Gary Eddy
display the illegal walleyes. (Bottom) Wardens
found this basket of walleyes, many under the
legal size limit, hidden under a pier.

they should not talk to them about the fish
at this time. So they issued a ticket to the
group for not having their boat lights on
and let them go.
After the group left, Peters followed
their footprints to the missing fish basket
hidden under a pier that was pulled up
onto the shoreline. The basket contained
13 walleyes, the majority under the legal
size limit.
The wardens documented the fish and
the footprints and set off for the homes
of the violators. Peters was very familiar
with this group, as he had just finished
arresting two of the three for deer poaching violations the previous fall. The two
poachers hadn’t even gone to court on
those violations yet.
The wardens pulled up to the first residence and observed the poacher’s boat in
the driveway, still attached to his vehicle.
Peters reached into the back of his truck,
grabbed the basket of walleyes and said,
“Let’s go mess with them.”
He rang the doorbell and hid the
fish basket to the side of the door. The
poacher invited the wardens in and Peters
followed him into the house with the basket of walleyes. As they walked in, Peters
asked where the others were.
The poacher began to answer as he
turned around, but when he laid eyes on
the fish basket he blurted out, “Ohhh!”
and pointed at the basket with what appeared to be an involuntary movement.
He continued to blankly stare at the fish
basket, most likely thinking to himself, “I
don’t want these fish here.” The poacher
resumed his train of thought and slowly
stated, “I, I don’t know.”
Peters continued to say that he needed
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to talk to them and asked the poacher to
let him know if he heard from the others. Then Peters turned around and left
the house, followed by the poacher in his
stocking feet who remained transfixed on
the basket full of walleyes, as if he was
placed under some magical spell.
As Peters walked past the poacher’s
boat and vehicle, he turned back to the
poacher and asked, “Is your ball hitch 2
inch or inch and seven eighths?”
The man, still dazed and confused,
replied, “Wha…what?”
Peters repeated, “The hitch for your
boat, is it 2 inch or an inch and seven
eighths?”
“Inch and seven eighths,” the poacher
replied.
“Thanks,” Peters replied, and quickly
turned back to his truck. The poacher
began to overcome his spell and asked,
“Well….why?” to which he never received
an answer.
As the wardens proceeded to the next
poacher’s house, tears began to flow down
their faces as they began to show each
other their version of the poacher’s face

and finger pointing during his reunion
with his illegal catch. “Ohh!” “Oh.”
“Ohhhh.” To say it was priceless would
be an understatement.
As fate would have it, Peters received
a call from the Lincoln County Sheriff’s
Department informing him that they were
serving a Notice to Appear at the second
poacher’s house. The Notice to Appear
was for the deer poaching violations that
Peters arrested this group on earlier. Peters
advised he was on his way and told the
deputy to wait.
As the wardens pulled into the driveway the deputy was waiting by his squad.
Peters jumped out of his truck and once
again grabbed the fish basket of walleyes.
As he met the deputy at the front door, the
deputy looked down and asked, “What’s
with the fish?”
Peters again replied, “Just messing
with them.”
The group of officers were invited into
the poacher’s house and in came the fish
as well. But this poacher acted the direct
opposite of his poaching buddy at the first
home; the fish basket served as Kryptonite

to this man. After a brief, split second
glance, the poacher kept his head angled
away from the view of the fish basket,
much like a naughty dog avoids eye contact while being scolded. Peters happily
explained the charges to the poacher, the
range of possible penalties and how the
judge would react if the poacher were to
get caught violating other laws, such as
catching undersize walleyes, prior to the
court date.
After leaving the house, the wardens
and deputy had a good chuckle as Peters
explained what had just happened. The
last subject was approached with a little
more seriousness and due to superior
interview skills, he quickly confessed. The
fact that an angry girlfriend was present
and glaring at the subject during questioning may have also helped.
All three were cited for undersized fish
and another for obstructing a warden. All
citations were paid without a trial, no questions asked. The poachers received justice
and the wardens received a good laugh.
Gary Eddy is now a Wisconsin conservation warden in Madison.
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Conservation Warden Randy Dunkel, his wife Sheila, and friend Kevin Salava served as mentors for
two youth who participated in a youth waterfowl hunt along the Wisconsin River in Fall 2008. Seventeen youth and their mentors from Richland and Grant counties participated in the event. The event
was sponsored by the Grant County Sport Alliance, Boscobel Sportsman’s Club, and the Duck INN
Lodge owned by Nick and Bev Nice. Inset: The 2008 group photo of mentors and youth.
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